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 The name of the.zip file is the same as the name of your game, and the patch will be installed along side your game when the
patch is run (In the case of a No-CD/No-DVD patch you can see the message "Installing.zip patch file" if the patch is applied
successfully). My games don't show on game list: If you have problems listing your games on the game list, please ensure that

the No-CD and No-DVD patches work. If they do work, then the cause for this problem can be a corrupted patch cache. Please
try a full clean install (go to the main menu, press Y, select option to download all patches and reinstall them). My game says it
is missing the.sgi file: Sometimes when the patch requires a game to be running, it may be asking for the.sgi file. If that is the

case, please ensure that you have the latest game files from the ZDoom forums. Miscellaneous Problems The following is a list
of problems that I can't fully cover: Missing sound: The most common problems with sound are A) sound is missing during
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certain cutscenes or B) the sound is working but sounds do not play the correct volume. Missing models: In most cases, the
models will not be installed as part of the No-CD/No-DVD patch. When a model is not installed it is referred to as a "missing

model" and is installed in the main directory. Logging a zdoom.zip file: The logging of a.zip file usually ends with a long list of
codes. A list of all the codes can be found here: Missing Dependency Patch: The last patch in the series. Some patches require at
least one other patch to be installed, but some do not. If a dependency is missing, an error message will be shown and the game

will not be run (In the case of a dependency patch you can see the message "Installing.zip patch file" if the patch is applied
successfully). Other possible problems: If you run into any other problems that are not mentioned in this post, I can try to help

you out. Please leave a comment and I will reply to your comment as soon as I can. On Windows Step 1: Open 82157476af
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